Your benefits
mean the
world to us

There are no
no small plans
If it’s important to you,
it’s important to us.

What is the International
Group Program?

The International Group Program (IGP) is a network of major life

IGP offices and regional coordinators in Boston, Brussels,

insurance companies (Network Partners) operating throughout

Singapore, and Waterloo, ON expedite network service

the world, who work together to meet the group insurance and

throughout the world and offer corporate clients the advantages

pension needs of international corporations and their affiliates,

of experienced local insurance management coupled with the

branches, and subsidiaries.

resources of a professionally trained staff that specializes in
international employee benefits.

Since 1967, the International Group Program has been

Providing global solutions
for more than 50 years

an industry leader in the field of international benefits

IGP is managed by John Hancock Life Insurance Company

management, serving more multinational companies than

(U.S.A.), the U.S. operation of Manulife Financial Corporation,

any other network. IGP is represented in approximately

a leading financial services group based in Toronto, Canada.

80 countries and territories throughout the world and is known

Manulife offers its clients a diverse range of financial protection

for the flexibility and quality of service we provide to our clients.

products and wealth management services. Both Manulife
Financial and John Hancock are internationally recognized
brands that have stood for financial strength and integrity for
more than a century.

How our global
network can meet
your local needs
Why you should consider
participating in IGP

Strong Network Partners

A Full Range of Benefits

IGP is a “partnership network” and has chosen to work with

IGP Network Partners underwrite the full range of employee

leading independent insurance companies. Each IGP Network

benefits typically provided in each country, as well

Partner has been selected based on its reputation for providing

as third-country national (TCN) and expatriate employees,

local customers with the highest quality service at competitive

through group insurance and pension contracts, including:

costs.

• Life (death cover)
• Survivors’ Benefits

The IGP Network Partners offer a client’s subsidiary

• Disability

management and employees the full services of a major

• Medical

national insurance company.

• Retirement

All the advantages of dealing with a leading national insurer are

In

preserved:

large, the IGP Network Partners typically can provide

• All coverages are provided through policies that are issued

administrative-services-only life and medical plans and

by a well-known insurance company

countries

where

a

client’s

local

operations

are

investment-only pension contracts.

• Premiums and claims are paid in local currency
• Premiums and policy conditions are not, in any way,
adversely affected by the policy’s participation in IGP

Minimum Size Requirements
A group insurance and/or pension contract is eligible for

Controlling Costs

Professional Advice and Support

As the cost of employee benefits continues to rise, emphasis

Experienced and knowledgeable IGP Account Executives,

according to the local formula regardless of the level of

local underwriting guidelines for a group contract have been

on cost containment and cash flow has intensified. IGP was

backed by dedicated administrative, marketing and technical

international claims

satisfied. An international account can be established with as

created to help international companies deal with the cost

teams, provide comprehensive support in the management

of providing employee benefits by spreading the risk over

of a client’s international benefits plans. IGP’s staff receives

the company’s worldwide employee group, which results in

ongoing training on local issues and current developments

lower risk charges. The IGP network allows multinational

in international benefits and pooling and will act as a valuable

corporations to take advantage of their size and reduce their

resource to a client’s human resources team.

employee benefits costs through economies of scale and
size discounts.

Experience
Since IGP first started in 1967, approximately 800

IGP also offers both the headquarters and the local operation

multinational companies, including many of the world’s

valuable information on international employee benefits,

largest and most respected organizations, have worked with

including a variety of resources that support proactive

us to more effectively manage their international employee

management of the company’s global benefits plans. These

benefits plans. More than 5,000 separate employee benefits

resources, which include the provision of detailed data on the

plans around the world are included in IGP.

company’s international account, can provide additional cost
savings by ensuring that the locally paid up-front premiums

The Value of Reinsurance

are competitive, areas for harmonization are identified and

John Hancock Life Insurance Company (U.S.A.) manages the

local benefit design is consistent with the company’s overall

network and acts as a reinsurer for the IGP Network Partners

global benefits strategy.

in the various countries. Reinsurance provides consistency
and fosters cohesion in an employee benefits network.

• The contracted local dividend, if applicable, is paid

• The employee benefits financing vehicles are fully
compliant with local laws and regulations

IGP, subject to underwriting review and assuming minimum

little as one eligible contract provided that it can be shown that
there is sufficient future growth potential.

How our global
network can meet
your local needs
Reducing the costs of international
benefits through pooling
Controlling Costs
IGP enables multinational companies to take advantage of
their worldwide size and reduce their employee benefits costs
through economies of scale and the pooling of risks. Through
international pooling, which spreads the insurance risks over
the company’s worldwide employee group, International
Dividends can be generated to reduce costs.
Each year, the full financial experience is combined at the
international level. In this accounting, expense and risk charges
reflect savings achieved through purchasing and pooling
policies worldwide.
Graphic: What happens to the premium you pay?

Types of pooling
arrangements

Sample second staging accounting
Austria

Dominican
Republic

France

Japan

United
Kingdom

Total

1,107

30

1,171

1,050

2,096

5,454

$284,928

$13,153

$162,975

$35,882

$124,142

$621,080

465

241

-1,277

435

636

500

TOTAL INCOME

285,393

13,394

161,698

36,317

124,778

621,580

3. Claims

170,957

4,538

138,529

15,196

55,864

385,084

9,532

1,052

8,149

1,325

3,414

23,472

285

362

0

0

0

647

6. Expenses and Risk

25,787

2,686

20,209

10,872

13,967

73,521

7. Local Dividend

71,233

0

0

5,684

0

76,917

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

277,794

8,638

166,887

33,077

73,245

559,641

8. Contribution to the
International Account
(1+2-3-4-5-6-7)

+7,599

+4,756

-5,189

+3,240

+51,533

+61,939

Number of Lives
1. Annual Premium
2. Investment Income

4. Commissions
IGP has a variety of innovative products to better manage

Standalone Pooling Account

risk, improve cash flow and reduce costs. Depending

Larger, less volatile multinational accounts are normally self-

on the needs of a client and its local subsidiaries, one or

experienced and generally operate on a limited loss carry

a combination of these products may be applied to its

forward basis, whereby the International Dividend is based

international employee benefits programs.

solely on the client’s own experience.

By using cost-effective and prudent underwriting measures

For each policy participating in an IGP International Account,

at both the local and international level, IGP strives to

positive Contributions to the International Account (CIAs) are

maximize the financial stability of clients’ international

credited, and negative CIAs are debited. If the aggregate net

accounts. Our goal is that any deficits that may occur

result is positive, it is declared as an International Dividend. If

from time to time will be recoverable from future positive

the net result is negative, it is carried forward with interest to

experience.

be recovered from future positive results. Deficits on individual
contracts are never carried forward for more than five years in

Whether clients are self-experienced or in the Small Groups Pool,

IGP.

the International Dividend can be distributed in most countries
among participating subsidiaries, serving to reduce the local

General Guidelines

cost of each plan. Clients who choose to share the International

• Minimum 1,000 pooled employees worldwide

Dividend with local subsidiaries typically find that this

• Minimum 2 pooled contracts

encourages more subsidiaries to participate in the international
pool, which in turn, creates a larger IGP International Account

Poolable Group Coverages*

with more potential for cost reductions.

• Life (death cover)
• Survivors’ Benefits
• Disability Benefits
• Accident Benefits (Riders)
• Medical Benefits
• Insured Pension Benefits

*Not all coverages are available in all countries.

5. Taxes Paid by Insurer

Small Groups Pool

Poolable Group Coverages*

Stop Loss

Generally, smaller, more volatile accounts participate in IGP’s

• Life (deatrh cover)

Stop Loss coverage is mainly for IGP clients who want to limit or

Small Groups Pool, which was designed to allow small and

• Survivors’ Benefits

eliminate the likelihood of a deficit being carried forward in their

growing multinational companies to take advantage of pooling,

• Disability Benefits

IGP International Account.

while at the same time being protected from wide fluctuations

• Accident Benefits (Riders)

in claims experience they would otherwise not be large enough

• Medical Benefits

Clients participating in the IGP Stop Loss system agree to

to absorb on their own. IGP was the first international employee

• Insured Pension Benefits

receive a reduced International Dividend in years when
experience is good, in exchange for having all or some of their

beneftis network to develop this concept.
The IGP Small Groups Pool:

aggregate losses in years of unfavorable experience forgiven,

The Small Groups Pool helps protect these accounts by

• Is the largest and oldest of its kind in the world

that is not carried forward to future years’ experience.

combining their experience to form one very large, more

• Affords the benefits of pooling without risk exposure

predictable pool. Each year, the participants’ experience is

• The average International Dividend over the last 10 years

The amount used to reduce the dividend is effectively the

combined to determine a net surplus – negative contributors

(2010 - 2019) equals 10.65% of the client’s own Contribution

Stop Loss charge, which is based upon the size and risk

are offset by positive contributors.

to the International Account.

profile of the parent’s pool.

Clients whose own experience is positive, are paid an

The following options are available:

International Dividend equal to their positive result less a

• First Dollar Stop Loss (Full Stop Loss)

prorata share of deficits produced by other Small Groups Pool

No deficit is carried forward in years when the Contribution

participants. If the client’s overall experience is negative, the

to the International Account is negative.
• % Premium Stop Loss

deficit is recovered by the other Small Groups Pool participants,

The Deficit Carried Forward is limited to a certain

and client deficits are not carried forward in their individual

percentage of the total IER premium each year.

account.

• Fixed Dollar Stop Loss
General Guidelines

The Deficit Carried Forward is limited to a certain fixed

• Less than 1,000 pooled employees worldwide

dollar amount each year.

• No minimum number of pooled contracts

• 2 or 3 Year Unit Level Stop Loss

• No minimum number of employees
• No minimum premium required
• International year ends June 30

Any annual deficit on an individual contract (“unit”) that

We make
plans work.

has not been recovered after two or three years is forgiven
after that specific period. The oldest deficit is deemed to be
recovered first.
Self-experienced clients not already carrying forward a deficit
are generally eligible for stop loss, subject to IGP underwriting
review.

*Not all coverages are available in all countries.

You have a vision for your
future. Whatever your plan
is, let’s make it amazing.

IGP Guaranteed
Global Advance

For those multinationals that would like to maximize up-front

The multinational corporation continues to receive a detailed

cost savings when providing group employee benefits around

annual IGP International Experience Report, with a clear

the world, and are able to commit to a certain minimum volume

indication of the amount of Guaranteed Global Advance paid

of business, IGP can offer a guaranteed up-front reduction in

and accrued CSR amount, if any.

cost, consistent with the recent overall experience of the plans,
with a potential additional International Dividend at the end of

Eligibility Guidelines

the three-year guarantee period.

The volume and composition of a portfolio of coverages will be
important in determining whether or not a multinational’s IGP

A Guaranteed Global Advance is paid to the multinational

International Account is eligible for the IGP Guaranteed Global

corporation (or its subsidiaries) at the start of the International

Advance.

Experience Year. The Global Advance is calculated as the total
amount of the surplus expected to be generated on each type

The following minimum requirements will also apply:

of benefit coverage in each country. The calculation is based on

• The global portfolio under consideration must be at least

current premium, estimated claims and takes into consideration

USD 5 million in risk premium pooled in a minimum of

medical inflation.

5 countries.
• Required data includes 3 to 5 years’ experience on insured

During the guarantee period, any margins generated, for

lives, volume, rates, premium, claims, reserves and local

example due to better than anticipated experience, will be

profit-sharing arrangements that may be in place.

held in a Claims Stabilization Reserve (CSR). At the end of the
guarantee period, surplus amounts in excess of a pre-defined
maximum CSR level will be released to the multinational
corporation (or to its subsidiaries, at the Parent company’s
discretion) as an additional International Dividend on top of the
Guaranteed Global Advance.

Captive
Reinsurance

General Guidelines:
• No outstanding deficit in the associated IGP pooling
account (for existing clients)
• Over 2,000 lives insured with IGP Network Partners and
included under the captive arrangement
• Over USD 1 million annual net ceded risk premium included
in the captive arrangement
• For premium transfer contracts, we recommend a
minimum of USD 25,000 net ceded risk premium to be paid
annually in advance

IGP can tailor a captive arrangement to address the specific

Premium Transfer

needs and objectives of our multinational clients. Depending on

IGP’s Captive product can also include the transfer of net risk

the size of the account, the local contract and the needs of the

premiums associated with reinsured life, disability and medical

client, IGP offers the flexibility on a contract-by-contract basis,

coverages.

to cede risk only or to cede risk and transfer premium to the
captive.

John Hancock will transfer the premium, net of IGP retention,
local taxes and commissions, to the Captive after the premium

Risk Transfer

has been paid to the IGP Network Partner by the subsidiary.

IGP can cede all or part of the risk on life, disability and medical

Collateral will be required.

coverages to the Captive in most countries. In some countries,
there are statutory or regulatory restrictions in place.

Claims will continue to be paid and increases in reserves will
be accounted for by IGP Network Partners as they are incurred.

An annual settlement procedure simplifies administration by

The Captive will reimburse claims at the end of each quarter.

netting out premiums and other inflows with claims and other

A final settlement will take place at the end of the year that will

outflows into one single transaction. If the Captive arrangement

capture any claims that were incurred and reported in the last

is limited to Risk Transfer only, then the administrative burden

quarter, as well as any outstanding amounts due to premium

on the Captive is minimal. IGP delivers informative reports on

adjustments resulting from changes in the insured population,

the experience on each line of business, for each contract, in

local dividend payments, and so on.

each country.

Providing tailored solutions
today – and down the road is a top priority.

The IGP advantage:
value-added services
Monitoring international
benefits expenditures

Employee benefits are volatile by nature, especially health and

• Premium

disability. Better and more transparent information on claims

• Investment income

can be used to identify trends and to implement tailored claims

• Claims and reserves

prevention, claims management and wellbeing programs.

• Commissions
• Taxes

IGP helps global companies and organizations achieve

• Local dividends

greater control over the cost of their international benefits by

• Expenses and risk charges

keeping them better informed. Annual International Experience
Reports are provided in a uniform format that allows clients to

Country Experience Reports are also available. Each time a

see their employee benefits expenditures in each country.

policy year-end report is received on one of the subsidiaries, the
information can quickly be made available to the client.

By providing data on employee benefits costs to a company’s
headquarters, the International Experience Report can

These reports are produced in local currency and provide a

lessen the burden on the local management to report this

detailed breakdown of premiums, claims, and reserves by type

information.

of coverage for the current and past two years.

Country by country, these annual reports detail, by type of

For an additional cost, clients can receive Quarterly Claims

coverage, important information on:

Reports that provide detailed information per policy and per
line of coverage, which allows for an easy comparison of the
experience across different countries.

A world of
information
Materials and
resources

IGP makes available current information on international

IGP Seminars, held in the United States, Europe, Latin America

corporation with managing its international employee benefits

employee benefits matters, both globally and locally, and

and Asia, offer an opportunity to hear from local experts about

programs. This includes a straightforward explanation of the

offers a variety of resources and materials to assist with plan

plan design and funding issues. Ample time is provided in

advantages of multinational pooling, as well as information on

design.

country panels for participants to raise questions and share

IGP’s cash flow and risk sharing products and services.

solutions.

IGP Country Profiles are prepared annually by our Network

The website also provides copies of the IGP Country Profiles,

Partners and provide a synopsis of the social security and

Our Training Workshops, Webinars and Lunch &

IGP Network News, and background information on the IGP

customary private employee benefits practice in their respective

Learn sessions allow participants to learn more about the

Network Partners and the products and services they offer.

countries. These profiles are made available via the website as

advantages of setting up and maintaining a multinational pool

a resource to IGP clients to assist with benefit planning.

or captive account, working with a pooling network and the

Client-specific IGP on-line lockboxes are provided to each of our

various products and services available to global companies

self-experienced clients. These on-line lockboxes enable IGP to

via the IGP network.

provide daily updates on the status of a client’s international

IGP’s Network News keeps global companies and their
advisors up-to-date on benefits trends, new products and

account. Claims reports that are requested by the client can

legislative changes affecting employee benefits throughout the

IGP’s website, www.igpinfo.com, provides information on

world.

services, products and resources that can assist a multinational

also be made available via these lockboxes.

The data on programs offered by the IGP Network Partners is provided for informational purposes only and is subject to change without notice.
Please contact your IGP Account Executive or IGPinfo@jhancock.com for more details.
The International Group Program (IGP) is a registered brand name under John Hancock.
IGP operates in the State of New York under John Hancock Signature Insurance Agency, Inc., a NY licensed Broker (JHSIA).
IGP Network Partners operating outside of the United States are not necessarily licensed in or authorized to conduct insurance business in any state in
the United States including, the State of New York. The policies or contracts issued by a Network Partner to contract holders (“Contractholders”) outside
of the United States are not protected by the guaranty funds of any state including New York State. The policies or contracts issued by a Network Partner
outside of the United States have not been approved by the commissioner or superintendent of insurance or financial services in any state in the United
States including New York and such contracts issued by alien insurers may not be subject to the laws of any state in the United States including the laws
of the State of New York.

For additional information, please visit our website: www.igpinfo.com
John Hancock Life Insurance Company (U.S.A.), Boston, MA 02116
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